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ABSTRACT

The explosive growth of the Internet and of new 
applications over IP has made Internet routers the 
bottleneck in enabling higher speed communications. 
One of the more resource intensive functions of a router 
is the IP address lookup.  This paper proposes a new IP 
address lookup algorithm that improves the 
performance and memory requirements of a hash-based 
lookup by exploiting the statistical repartition of 
prefixes in the forwarding table. Prototyping has shown 
that only one main memory access and several fast 
cache memory accesses are needed to perform a lookup 
on average. Furthermore, the configuration of the data 
structures can be tuned to control both memory usage 
and lookup performance. 

1. Introduction 

The basic function of Internet routers is to forward 
packets between networks based on network layer 
information and routing tables.  In recent years the IP 
address lookup has become more difficult since the 
introduction of Classless Inter-domain Routing (CIDR) 
[1], in which a full longest prefix match (LPM) lookup is 
required to find the next hop.  

As routers handle faster line rates, and as the Internet 
grows, more traditional LPM algorithms, such as the 
binary tree [2], Patricia tree  [3], and path-compressed 
tree [4], have difficulty maintaining good performance. 
To alleviate this bottleneck many new LPM algorithms 
have been proposed to increase the lookup rates. 
Although most of these new algorithms can perform 
lookups at gigabit line rates, they typically suffer from 
one of many problems, such as complicated updates, poor 
worst case lookup times, or lack of scalability.  

In response to the pitfalls listed above, we propose a 
novel scheme intended to speed up the search rate 
without sacrificing update performance, the worst case  
search time or scalability.  

The proposed algorithm exploits the statistical 
repartition of the prefixes, to speed up a hash-based 
lookup, by controlling the hash function to distribute the 
hash collisions more evenly across the entire forwarding 
table. The result is an algorithm with configurable worst 
case performance, a simple updating algorithm, and easy 
implementation in different environments. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 
Section 2 provides an overview of some of the related 
work in this field. The proposed algorithm will be 
described in detail, including the data structures, the 
search operation and update operation, in Section 3. 
Section 4 analyzes the performance of the algorithm 
based on the results of prototyping. Finally, conclusions 
of this work are given in section 5. 

2. Related work 

Three earlier and simpler IP lookup schemes, binary 
tree, Patricia tree and path-compressed tree were 
introduced, to perform the LPM, in the early stages of 
CIDR, but they currently do not satisfy the requirements 
of packet forwarding with the rapid development of the 
Internet.

To solve this problem, many new algorithms have 
been proposed. In general, these new algorithms can be 
categorized into software-based algorithms [5][6][7], 
which improve their search performance mainly through 
efficient data structures, and hardware based algorithms 
[8][9][10][11][12][13] that achieve an improvement in the 
IP lookup by maintaining a subset of the routing table in 
faster cache memory. There are other proposed algorithms 
[14][15][16][17][18], some of which are neither based on 
software nor hardware, but on the protocol. All of these 
algorithms have their own advantages based on the 
implementation environment, the routing table, flexibility, 
scalability, or even the router [19][20][21]. 

However, when these lookup algorithms employ 
complex data structures or technologies to speed up the 
lookup process, it is often at the cost of other performance 
measures like update time or worst case performance.  
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Some existing lookup schemes only concentrate on the 
fast IP address lookups at the expense of table updates. In 
the Lulea algorithm [23], updating a prefix entry will 
change all the entries in the subtree rooted at the updated 
node, which in the worst case is the entire forwarding 
table. In the DIR-24-8 algorithm [9], updating a prefix 
may involve 216 prefix entries being changed in the worst 
case. Although route updates do not happen as frequently 
as address lookups, a slow update rate might have a 
negative impact on the address lookups. 

To ensure fast lookup speed on average, some lookup 
schemes ignore the lookup rate in the worst case for the 
reason that the worst case is statistically improbable. In 
the multi-way and multi-column search algorithm [22], 
five main memory accesses and 44 cache memory 
accesses in the worst case are required for the routing 
database Mae-East. And the probability of hitting the 
worst is more than 1 percent or higher if the length 
distribution is considered, although only two main 
memory accesses are needed on the average. However, 
the worst case might happen frequently in a short time, 
resulting in a decline in router performance. 

Scalability is an important performance metric in 
efficient lookup schemes, but it is too often ignored by 
many researchers. The Lulea algorithm [23] requires only 
150 to 160K bytes for a database with 40,000 entries, but 
requires cache memory to hold the lookup table to 
achieve desirable performance, whereas in fact, not all 
routers can provide enough cache memory to hold this 
table. With highly scaleable algorithms, the high-speed 
performance will not change considerably for different 
routing databases or different router characteristics. 

3. Proposed Algorithm 

In this section, we propose a new algorithm based on a 
hash table (for fast lookups), in which the hash function 
is derived from the statistical repartition of the target 
prefixes.

3.1 Basic Idea 
The proposed algorithm is based on the idea of the 

structure of a book, in which specific content can be 
found quickly using the book’s table of contents. 
However, unlike a real book the contents would be 
grouped together into chunks of similar and small size 
(like a page), rather than by topic. The “dense topics” 
would have a detailed table of contents, and the “sparse 
topics” would have a broad one. 

In our algorithm, the prefixes (contents of the book) 
are grouped together through the use of masking. The 
mask length is selected so that enough entries, but not too 
many, share the same root prefix. They will be packaged 
together in a “small search group”, which can be found 
through the use of a hash table.  

The prefix length to use while searching is stored in a 
small table called the “index table”, and is calculated 
based on the number of entries that share the same prefix. 

The hash table lookup is composed of two operations: 
masking off the target address with a mask whose length 
is specified in the index table, and then performing a 
regular hash lookup.  

This combination can be viewed as a way of 
dynamically changing the hash function based on the 
repartition of the entries in the forwarding table. 

On the implementation side, to speed up the search 
rate, the index table will be placed into an on-chip 
memory such as cache memory, and the small search 
group will be prefetched into the cache memory before 
being searched.

Figure 1 shows the basic process of an IP lookup using 
the index table. Given an incoming IP address, we first 
check the index table to obtain the group (or hash key) 
that the address belongs to. With the hash key and the 
hash function, we are able to find the small search group 
in the hash table in one step. To find the best matching 
prefix (BMP) for the address, we only need to search the 
small search group. Consequently, we reduce the search 
range size from the whole database to the small search 
group.

Index
table

Main memory

Small search group

Prefetching

On-chip memory

IP addressIP address
Hash table

SSG cache

Mask Length
Hash

function

Figure 1: Basic process of the IP lookup 

3.2 Data Structures 
The data structures of the proposed algorithm consist 

of three parts: an index table, a hash table and small 
search groups, which will be individually described as 
follows. 

3.2.1 Index Table  
The index table is an array of 256 elements, each of which 
has two fields: A head and a sub index table. The data 
structure of the index table is shown in Figure 2. The head 
has four possible values: 0, 1, 2 or 3, each of which 
explained as follows: 

‘0’: There is no matching prefix in the routing table for 
the input address.  

‘1’:  The first 8 bits of the input IP address are used as 
the hash key to perform a hash table lookup. 
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‘2’: The first 16 bits of the input IP address are used as 
the hash key to perform a hash table lookup. 

‘3’: The first 16 or 24 bits of the input IP address are 
used as the hash key. In this case, the second 8 bits of the 
address are used to check the sub index table. If this 8-bit 
sequence is found in the sub-index table, the first 24 bits 
of the address are used as the hash key. Otherwise the 
first 16 bits of the address are extracted as the hash key.

Each index table element contains an 8-bit head and 
256-bit sub index table representing all of the 256 
possible values for the second 8 bits of the address. Each 
entry requires 9 bytes of memory memory. So the size of 
the index table will be 2.25K bytes, which is small 
enough to be placed into a cache memory. 

Figure 2: Data structure of the index table 

3.2.2 Hash Table
The hash table in this algorithm is an array of n elements. 
The structure of a hash table element is shown in Figure 
3. The hash table element has four fields: Identifier, SSG 
size, SSG pointer and collision pointer, which are 
explained below.

Figure 3: Data structure of hash table element 

Identifier: Differentiates hash keys mapping into the 
same hash index from one another. This field width is 24 
bits. If a hash key is less than 24 bits, then zeros are 
added to its left.  

SSG Size: The size of the small search group pointed 
to by the SSG pointer.  

SSG Pointer: The addresses of a small search group in 
which the BMP can be found, if it exists. 

Collision pointer: The address of the next link in a 
linked list structure deployed to solve the hash collisions. 

According to the structure in Figure 3, each hash table 
element is 12 bytes long, therefore, the hash table will 
require at least 12n bytes of memory. 

3.2.3 Small Search Groups  
A small search group is an array of variable size ranging 
from 1 to 16 elements. The elements of a small search 
group are sorted in descending order of prefix length.  

Each small search group element consists of two 32-bit 
long words. The first word represents part of a prefix (24 
bits), an extension flag (1 bit) and the prefix length (7 
bits). The second word is the pointer to the next hop. The 
structure of a small search group is shown in Figure 4.  

Figure 4: Data structure of a small search group

For a prefix of length l, and if its first m bits are its 
hash key, then the remaining l-m bits (the suffix) are put 
into the small search group. If the suffix is less than 24 
bits long, it is extended to 24 bits by trailing zeros. If l
equals m, the suffix is empty. In this case, 24 zeros are put 
in this field. If l is less than m, the prefix has to be 
extended to 2(m-l) prefixes with length m, which are called 
“extended prefixes”. If a prefix is an extended prefix, we 
use a 1-bit field called “extension flag” that is set to one 
to represent this. The prefix length field has 7 bits, which 
tells which part of an IP address is used to compare the 
suffix.

In a small search group, all prefixes are stored in order 
of decreasing length for linear search. That means that the 
search starts the prefix with the longest prefix length. 
When a match occurs, the search is terminated without 
going through all prefixes to find the BMP.  

Since each element in the small search group has a size 
of 8 bytes, the maxim size of a small search group is 128 
bytes, which can be fit into four 32-byte cache lines. 

3.3 Lookup operation 
Given an input address, finding the BMP from the 

lookup table can be described using the pseudo code of 
Figure 5.  

The first 8 bits of the address are extracted as the index 
to the index table to get the head. If the head is ‘0’, the 
search is terminated and the default next hop is returned. 
If the head is ‘1’ or ‘2’, the first 8 bits or 16 bits of the 
address, respectively, are used as its hash key to do hash 
lookup. If the head is ‘3’, the second 8 bits of the address
are taken to check the sub-index table. If the value is
found in the sub-index table, the first 24 bits of the 
address are extracted as the hash key. Otherwise, the hash 
key is the first 16 bits of the address 

0 1 255

Head Sub index table 

8 bits 256 bits 

1 2 3 4 5 1615

Prefix length Longer Shorter

Word1

Word2

Suffix Length Flag

Next hop 

32 bits 

24 bits 7 bits 1 bit 

identifier SSG size SSG pointer collision pointer

24 bits 8 bits 32 bits 32 bits

identifier SSG size SSG pointer collision pointer

24 bits 8 bits 32 bits 32 bits
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Figure 5. Pseudo code of the IP lookup 

The result of the hash lookup is a pointer to the next 
hop if the size of the small search group is one or a 
pointer to a small search group if the size is greater than 
one. In the latter case, the small search group will be 
prefetched into cache memory to do a fast linear search. 

3.4 Updates 
 There are three kinds of updates in the routing table: 

change of next hop, insertion of a prefix, and deletion of 
a prefix. Among them, the change of the next hop is the 
simplest update.  

The approach of changing the next hop is similar to 
searching for an IP address in the routing table, which 
requires one lookup in the hash table, and checking the 
index table and small search group.  Once the address has 
been located the next hop pointer simply needs to be 
updated.  

The update of a new prefix may in some cases change 
the index table, the head or sub index table, which 
involves one or two fast memory accesses. Usually the 
size field of a hash table element will be changed during 
the updates; other fields will be modified when a new 
hash table element is created. In the latter case, there is 
one prefix change involved for small search group since 
the size of the small search group is one for new hash 
table element. Updating a prefix in the small search group 
is the most time consuming operation, as inserting or 
deleting the prefix will change the prefix length order in 
this small search group; this will cause the other prefixes 
in this group to be reorganized. But the modifications 
only happen in this small search group, which has a 
limited size of 16. Therefore, in addition to one main 
memory access to the hash table, updating a prefix will 
involve 16 main memory modifications in the worst case. 

4. Performance Analysis 

The proposed algorithm has been implemented on a 
general-purpose processor with 256K Bytes of cache 
memory and 64M bytes of main memory. The 
implementation has been done in C, and uses four 
snapshot databases from the Internet Performance 
Measurement and Analysis (IPMA) project [24], which 
include Mae-East, Mae-west, AADS and PAIX. Each 
database has a different size, as shown in Table 1.  

Table 1:  Size of the test routing databases

Database Mae-East Mae-west AADS PAIX 

Size 24446 29601 29349 10859 

In this section, performance metrics such as the 
number of memory accesses, the memory usage of the 
hash table and the update rate will be analyzed according 
to implementation results.  

4.1 Memory accesses 
In the implementation, two kinds of memory accesses 

are involved: main memory access and cache memory 
access, both of which are individually analyzed. 

4.1.1 Main Memory Accesses
The hash lookup rate represented by main memory 
accesses is decided by hash collisions. So the average 
hash collisions reflect the average main memory accesses, 
while the maximum hash collisions indicate the worst-
case main memory accesses.  

Figure 6 shows the relation between the average hash 
collisions and the hash table size, while the changes of 
maximum hash collisions against the hash table size is 
given in Figure 7.  
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Figure 6: Average hash collisions vs. hash table Size 

In the proposed algorithm, we expect that both the 
average and maximum number of hash collisions are 
minimal. Since the number of hash collisions is related to 
the table size, we will analyze the main memory accesses 
based on the hash table size. From Figure 6, we can see 
that the average number of hashes collisions drops when 
we increase the hash table size.  It also implies that with a 

Search (addr)
 Rindex = Checking Index table;
 if Rindex.head is zero, then search is done.  
else if Rindex.head is ‘1’, then key = the first 8 bits of 

addr
else if Rindex.head is three, then checking sub index 
table 

if  found, then key = the first 24 bits of addr
else key = the first 16 bits of addr
Rhash = Search the hash table with key
If Rhash.size equals to one, then checking this prefix 
else prefetch small search group pointed by 
Rhash.pointer and  search the small search group in 
linear. 
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fixed hash table size, the number of hash collisions are 
proportional to the size of the routing database..  
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Figure7: Maximum hash collisions vs. hash table size. 

Figure7 indicates that a large hash table size can 
improve the worst case, but the improvement is 
significant only when the hash table size is very large. 
Therefore, the hash table size should be as large as 
possible. With the hash table size of 52000, the average 
number of main memory access is between 1.07 and 1.35, 
while the number of worst-case main memory accesses 
ranges from four to six. 

4.1.2 Cache Memory Accesses
Checking both the index table and searching small search 
groups involve memory access to the cache. The results 
of checking the index table are given in Table 2, while 
Table 3 lists the results of searching small search group. 

Table 2: Number of cache memory accesses
in the index table. 

# of 
accesses

Mae-East Mae-West PAIX AADS 

1 48.24 % 55.40% 65.32% 54.02% 

2 51.76 % 44.60% 34.68% 45.98% 

Averag 1.52 1.45 1.35 1.46 

The results in Table 2 show that the average number 
of cache memory accesses is around 1.5, and the worst 
case number is 2 for all the four databases.  

From the result of Table 3, we can see that more than 
80 percent small search groups had a size of one. That 
means that more than 80 percent small search groups do 
not need to be prefetched into cache memory. So the 
average number of cache memory accesses is only around 
0.5, although the number reaches 16 in the worst case. 

Combined with the previous results, to search an input 
address, less than three cache memory accesses are 
required on average and 18 cache memory accesses in the 
worst case. This shows that the proposed algorithm can 
efficiently cut the search range down with the index table 
at the cost of one or two cache memory accesses.  

Table 3: Number of cache memory accesses to
search small search groups 

Size of small 
search group

Mae-East
(%)

Mae-West 
(%)

AADS
(%)

PAIX
(%)

1 86.6 84.57 85.53 81.31 
2~5 11.85 13.46 12.64 16.19 
6~9 1.0 1.38 1.30 1.68 

10~12 0.32 0.35 0.31 0.58 
13~15 0.18 0.19 0.18 0.21 

16 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.02 
# of  average

accesses 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.62 
# of worst 

case accesses 16 16 16 16 

4.2 Memory usage 
Since the index table has a fixed size of 2.25 Kbytes, 

independent of the size of the forwarding tables, the 
majority of the memory usage for this algorithm will be 
due to the hash table and the small search groups. The 
results of simulation shows that the memory usage 
increases gradually with the hash table size. With a fixed 
hash table size of 52000 elements, the memory usage for 
the four databases is between 700 Kbytes and 1M bytes. 
This implies that a larger hash table does not consume too 
much memory space. Therefore within the memory 
constraints, the hash table size should be as large as 
possible to improve the hash lookup performance. 

4.3. Updates 
In Section 3.4, we have shown that updating a prefix 

will involve 1 to 18 main memory accesses. However, if 
the length of this prefix is less than the length of the hash 
key, the prefix needs to be extended to 2(k-p) prefixes 
before being updated, where k and p are the length of hash 
key and the prefix, respectively. Thus, we must consider 
the number of extended prefixes to evaluate the updates. 
Table 4 lists the results of main memory accesses and 
extended prefixes. 

Table 4: Implementation results of updates

 Mae-East Mae-West AADS PAIX 

Average
case 6.09 7.26 6.75 4.13 

Worst 
case 356 346 354 324 

Although updating a new prefix may create several 
extended prefixes on average and 128 prefixes in the 
worst case, the number of main memory accesses is still 
kept between four and eight. This shows that most of the 
extended prefixes belong to the small search groups; so, 
updating a prefix only requires less than eight main 
memory accesses on average case and around 350 main 
memory accesses in the worst case.  
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5. Conclusion 

We have proposed a novel IP address lookup 
algorithm that combines a statistical analysis of the 
forwarding table to save memory to a fast hash-based 
lookup for speed. By employing three specifically 
designed data structures, index table, hash table and small 
search group, the search range can be quickly be 
narrowed down from the whole lookup table to a small 
search group, which significantly speeds up the lookup 
rates.  Using only one hash table not only limits the 
memory requirements, but also reduces the complexity of 
the algorithm. The small search group limits the memory 
modifications in the prefix updates, which allows fast 
prefix updates. 

The implementation of the algorithm on a general 
purpose processor shows that finding the longest 
matching prefix for a given IPv4 address requires one 
main memory access and two cache memory accesses on 
average. To establish the lookup tables in this proposed 
algorithm, the memory requirements are between 700
Kbytes and 1Mbytes for four databases Mae-East, Mae-
West, AADS and PAIX; updating a prefix involves less 
than eight main memory accesses on average. 
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